Measurement Guide

For greatest accuracy, we recommend that you have another person take your measurements. Do not measure yourself.

A  Height  Measure from top of head to floor in stocking feet.

B  Collar/Neck  Measure the circumference of your neck with two fingers under the measuring tape, or provide standard collar size from a comfortable-fit dress shirt.

C  Shoulder to Shoulder  Measure between the two outside shoulder bones.

D  Backlength  Measure from base of collar at the back of neck to desired hem length.

E  Chest/Bust  Measure fullest part of chest or bust, keeping measuring tape under arms and around shoulder blades, with two fingers under the tape.

F  Waist  Measure loosely at belly button, over a shirt, with two fingers under tape.

G  Hip  Measure loosely the fullest part of hip and rear end, with two fingers under the tape measure.

H  Sleeve Length  Measure from the center of the back of neck, over the shoulder, to the wrist bone.